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WEDDINGS





your house for your day

When it comes to tying the knot, The House at No. 131 in the heart of 

Cheltenham has it down to a fine art. With space for up to 50 wedding 

guests, our beautiful Georgian townhouse makes for the perfect intimate 

Cotswolds venue for saying and celebrating ‘I do’. Classic on the outside, 

contemporary British on the inside, The House has the down-the-aisle 

style which all weddings need – a seamless mix of sophistication and fun. 

We feel strongly about sourcing the best possible products that are 

impeccably designed, interesting and artisan. We believe in giving couples 

a personal experience, our dedicated wedding planner will ensure no leaf is 

left unturned and all the finer details are taken care of from photographers, 

flower arrangements, entertainment, hair & make-up to transport. 

We do simple things exactly the way you want them. It’s always with 

attention to detail: the most comfortable beds, the most invigorating 

showers, intuitive service, freshly-made food and thoughtful planning that 

will make your day that much more special. 





Saying ‘i do’

Licensed for civil ceremonies, exchange vows in the elegant lounge or the 

dining room then head outside for your drinks reception and toast your 

marriage on the new terrace or on the veranda overlooking the relaxed 

surroundings of imperial square. 

Your ceremony can be hosted in the dining room of the house which is 

filled with stunning natural light gleaming through the impressive floor to 

ceiling sash windows. Our beautiful theatre style seating for 56 guests is 

elegant yet understated, and we add to this warmth with an array of candles 

while floral displays can be arranged through our wonderful florist at the 

Beautiful Flower Company. 





Feasts & Tipples

Food is high on our agenda. We feel that some of life’s best memories are 

created over a table, sharing food with the people we care about most. With 

produce at the heart of what we do, we source the very best ingredients 

locally or from within the UK, and wherever possible from producers we 

know and trust. 

Our chefs will work with you to develop a menu that suits your palate. 

From canapes, dinner and late-night bites to pairing wines and creating 

unique cocktails so that you can really put your stamp on your day. 

Our Dining room can seat between 15 to 56 guests with either one long 

feasting table seating up to 25 guests or, four separate tables seating up to 

56 guests.





let the good times roll

At No. 131 we know how to party, our team have plenty of experience in 

finding live music, DJ’s and entertainment that will keep your friends and 

family dancing into the early hours. 

Our glasshouse bar can be closed off for exclusive use while our neighbouring 

cocktail bar Gin and Juice is the perfect spot for those guests who want to 

continue into the early hours. 

After dancing the night away to the tunes of your favourite DJ, settle 

down in one of The House’s eight individually-designed bedrooms. Bold 

colours, cleverly-mismatched textures and unique furniture fill the space – 

think exposed-brick walls, pendant lights mixed with cornices and antique 

doors, plundered from artisans’ workshops and antique stores. Sumptuous 

Egyptian bed linen, heavenly Aqua di Parma products and stroll-in double 

showers or roll top baths provide the cherry on top. 

The following morning shake off any inkling of a hangover with a 

scrumptious cooked breakfast or continental buffet breakfast, which 

overflows with all you could possibly want. 






